Tell me
Feature film
Theme: the relationships between children and parents.
Logline: Listen to your children, be close to them or you can lose them.
An approximate budget 1,0 mln $
Genre: Thriller, drama
90 min

• Rich family of middle aged husband and wife and 2
children-teenagers-twins (boy and girl). He is a successful
prosecutor, his wife is the ideal housewife. Everything's
shining in their house, everything’s on its own place. They’re
busy and don’t have time to pay attention and time to their
children. They don't know their children what they want,
think about, live with.

• His daughter had mysteriously disappeared and he needs
to find her. He had some conflicts with her before. But he
hadn’t time to listen what she wanted to tell. He' sure that
she couldn't run away. But then he understands that knows
nothing about her, who're her friends, what she likes, watch,
read. He has some versions. Maybe it's the revenge of the
criminals accused by him, or maybe his daughter’s taken as
the hostage to put pressure in one of his current cases. Or
maybe his daughter has run away by herself but he can’t
understand the reason.

• His son can’t tell any concrete that could help or don’t want
to tell or afraid to. The father’s afraid to call the police. He
opens her laptop and starts to search the browser history. He’s
shocked by her requests and links: how to learn to shoot, how
to make fraud, about criminals and so on. He's shocked by the
videos on youtube that she'd watched. He understands that
the only way to find out where she can be is to get into her
social networks. She’s logged-off from each of them. He
spends some time trying to match the password to her
accounts. We see the memorable flashbacks from her
childhood when they were close to which other and the last
attempt’s successful (the password’s the nickname of the first
dog that he presented her). He checks her correspondence but
finds out that she’d deleted most of dialogues. He looks her
groups, her likes of other pages, and who put the likes and
comments to her. He finds out that she’s not the person he
thought she was. Her interests are not lying in the fields he

• He finds several suspicious people who’d social
connection with her, searches their pages trying to find
something suspicious. He also writes from her names to her
close girlfriends and their answers help him to understand
that she’s concerned last days by smth. Then he makes the
calls as her father. He realizes that she’s in big danger and he
needs to find out the reason as soon as possible. But to save
her he needs to make the real investigation of her social life.
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